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AANC Overview

APY APE NFT CLUB (AANC) is a new crypto asset that intends to disrupt the
crypto world by combining a community system with a crypto asset $AANC as
a utility for Automated Staking Protocol, AANC Community NFT's
Collections, and AANC NFT's Marketplace all in one space.

AANC is a collection of 10,000 NFTs Collection—unique digital collectibles
living on the Binance blockchain. AANC collection will serve as your membership
card and granting you access to exclusive member privileges. Future areas and
perks can be unlocked by the community through roadmap activation.
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WHY HOLD $AANC?
Reflections in $BUSD
By holding your $AANC you can earn continuous Binance Pegged USD ($BUSD)
rewards. Every buy, transfer, and sell transaction will generates an automatic 3%
redistribution to $AANC qualified holders. You will get your rewards
automatically in your wallet. Various mechanisms are in place to reduce the
supply of $AANC over time, implying that individual holdings will become more
valuable and get a bigger share of rewards.
Liquidity Pool
Our Smart contract sends 1% of every buy/transfer/sell transaction in the form
of $AANC and $BNB into a locked and certified liquidity pool. Pancakeswap's
Liquidity Pools address the low liquidity concerns of DEXs, ensuring traders may
always Buy & Sell without concern about liquidity. A greater liquidity pool will
contribute to the stability of the $AANC price.
Strong Team Unity
The founders and team can only generate money and operational revenue by
using the same reward system as investors, thereby uniting investors and those
running the project with a same goal.
Buyback & Burn
Token Burn Programs will help to maintain long-term price stability and value
growth, which is why $AANC will be included in our journey to the mars. Token
Burn in the crypto world is similar to their traditional financial market
counterparts in that it is used to adjust the amount of a company's assets in
circulation. Such activities are motivated by a variety of motivations, but the
ultimate result is typically a significant increase in the value of the asset.
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AANC PROTOCOL
AANC is the next generation Binance Smart Chain (BSC) reflection token. The
first $BUSD reflection token to "optimize" your profits today and in the future.
Simply maintain $AANC in a suitable wallet to receive an automatic 3% $BUSD
reward on every transaction.
• 3% of every buy, sell, or transfer is redistributed to all holders in $BUSD.
• To establish a steady pricing floor, 1% of every transaction on Pancakeswap
is put into the Liquidity Pool.
• Every transaction sends 1% to the marketing wallet, which is used to support
marketing, utility development, and community administration.
• Total taxation = 5%
If You Buy On Fair Launch, You Will Be Taxed At 0%, Which Means You
Will Be Tax-Free. You Will Make More Money When You Sell After The
Launch.
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How Does Auto-Staking Work?
The Auto-Stake feature is a simple yet cutting-edge function called BuyHold-Earn, that provides the ultimate ease of use for $AANC holders.
Buy-Hold-Earn - By simply buying and holding $AANC crypto asset in your
wallet, you earn rewards as interest payments directly into your wallet. Your
$AANC crypto asset will increase everyday base on trading volume.

Using a Positive formula, AANC makes it possible for token distribution to be
paid directly proportional to the epoch rewards, worth 3% every epoch period
of the total amount of $AANC crypto asset held in your wallet. The rewards are
distributed on each by buy-sell-transfer activities to all $AANC holders.
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AANC NFTs & Marketplace

AANC NFT marketplace will be using our native crypto asset $AANC as
utility in all transaction in this platform.
We’re not just selling our own NFTs, we’re also empowering others to do
so. Our NFT collection will be housed on the AANC NFT Marketplace, where
holders, investors, and creators also can mint and sell their own NFTs. Our
NFT marketplace will provide the credibility and security that this
community has sorely lacked. We want to help creators by providing a
platform that allows them to enhance their artistic skills while also earning
money.
Each AANC NFT will be extremely limited and one-of-a-kind, with the
option to trade or keep them as collectibles. From the outset of its creation,
the AANC will gather resources in a mission fund to assure the mission’s
success and to reward our holders. The proceeds from the sale of AANC
NFTs will be stored in the treasury and used to ensure the protocol’s longterm viability.
We’ll be releasing a collection of 888 Official AANC NFTs on the day of the
launch. People who own $AANC tokens will be able to purchase AANC NFTs
through public minting, while whitelisted members will be airdropped at
random. Stay tuned!
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Tokenomics
Token Name: APY APE NFT CLUB
Token Symbol: AANC
Total Supply: 10 BILLION (MAX)
Decimals: 18
Circulating Supply: 50% Total through Presale & Pancakeswap
Token creation: MAY 2022
Launch Date: MAY 13 2022
Locked of Token: A total of 40% by stages
Blockchain: Launch on Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Contract Address:
0x29fec1C9aD58e45EA73E9f63AA1cC4F1FAA18B04
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Fair Launch on PINKSALE
TOKEN METRICS
LIQUIDITY
20%

FAIR LAUNCH
30%

FAIR LAUNCH
LOCKED
UNLOCKED

UNLOCKED
10%

LIQUIDITY

LOCKED
40%

The Fair Launch on PinkSale
13 MAY, 14:00 UTC Time.
THIS IS THE OFFICIAL PINKSALE LINK: Coming
SOON
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1
Development ✅
Documentation ✅
Phase - Smart Contract ✅
Deployment Phase - Smart Contract Deployment - Testnet ✅
Phase – AANC NFT’s Marketplace V1- Testnet ✅
– AANC NFT’s Marketplace V2- Testnet ✅
Phase - Smart Contract – Mainnet ✅
✅

PHASE 2
Marketing ✅
Bounty Campaign ✅
-Launch Marketing ✅
Launch on PinkSale ✅
Liquidity Locked 1 year ✅
Marketing Campaign ✅
Phase - dApp Dashboard – Testnet ✅
Token Holders
Phase - dApp Dashboard - LIVE
Deployment – AANC NFT’s Marketplace LIVE – Mainnet
888 NFT’s Collection Release – Mainnet

PHASE 3
Listing
Listing
Campaign
Token Holders
Token Holders
Token Holders
Token Holders
Token Holders
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PHASE 4
Phase - dApp V2 Dashboard
Phase - dApp V2
-Chain Integration

AANC NFT’s Marketplace Mobile Application iOS and Android
Alpha AANC NFT’s Marketplace Mobile Application iOS and Android
AANC NFT’s Collection

Partnerships

AANC Official Link
Twitter: https://twitter.com/apyapenftclub
Telegram: https://t.me/apyapenftclub
Instagram: https://instagram.com/apyapenftclub
Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0x29fec1C9aD58e45EA73E9f63AA1cC4F1FAA18B04
Audit:
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